We provide global formulations of Vasiliev's four-dimensional minimal bosonic higher spin gravities by identifying structure groups, soldering one-forms and classical observables.
Introduction
Vasiliev's higher spin gravities are fully nonlinear extensions of ordinary gravities by higher spin gauge fields as well as specific fields with spin less than two [1, 2] (for reviews, see [3, 4] ). Their classical equations of motion admit anti-de Sitter or de Sitter spacetimes as exact solutions with unbroken higher spin symmetries. The corresponding fluctuation fields form higher spin multiplets consisting essentially of symmetric tensor gauge fields, known as Fronsdal tensors. In this paper, we shall consider the four dimensional minimal bosonic models whose spectrum consist of a scalar, a metric and a tower of real Fronsdal tensors of even ranks greater than or equal to four each occurring once [1, 3, 5, 6] So far, Vasiliev's theory has been studied primarily at the level of the field equations and in terms of locally defined quantities in ordinary spacetimes. It is clearly desirable to develop a globally defined framework for the classical theory, which is the primary aim of this paper. This entails the identification of structure groups resulting in generalized metrics and other intrinsically defined observables.
The choice of structure group is not unique from kinematics alone. Rather, it emulates various patterns of symmetry breaking leading to physically distinct global formulations of a given locally defined Vasiliev system which one may think of as representing different phases of the theory; for a related recent discussion, see also [7] .
In this paper, we shall focus on four dimensional higher spin gravities for which we propose four natural choices for the structure group: One choice is generated by the full higher spin algebra corresponding the unbroken phase with highly constrained observables, such as Wilson loops and zero-form charges [8, 7] . As the latter do not break any symmetries, they are on shell closed and can be used to introduce new interactions with free parameters into Vasiliev's fully nonlinear master equations. A second choice for the structure group is the canonical SL(2, C) which is what has been assumed implicitly so far in the literature [3] .
For remaining two choices, the structure algebras are infinite dimensional generalizations of sl(2, C). One of these is projected out by particular, algebraically tractable automorphism already present in the local formulation and which is therefore more natural. In the latter case, by making use of the generalized vielbein, we construct abelian p-forms and p-volume elements that can in principle be extremized. The resulting p-form charges and extremal p-volumes are examples of intrinsically defined observables: functionals that are off shell invariant under generalized structure group gauge transformations, and on shell invariant modulo boundary conditions under the remaining Cartan gauge transformations.
In particular, they are on shell invariant under diffeomorphisms.
Although the intrinsically defined observables are described in a coordinate-free fashion and at the fully nonlinear level, their evaluation on exact solutions may require the specification of, possibly infinitely many, tensorial coordinates corresponding to the generalized translations implied by the structure group. As we shall illustrate below, the dependence of all perturbatively defined Weyl tensor components on the higher tensorial coordinates is completely constrained. For example, the derivative of the physical scalar with respect to the n-th rank symmetric traceless tensorial coordinate is expressed in terms of nth order derivative with respect to the four-dimensional spacetime coordinate. The framework that we shall set up may also facilitate the nonlinear completions of earlier attempts at understanding higher spin geometry at the level of free fields [9, 10] .
As for the p-form charges, they have a natural application in the off shell formulation of Vasiliev theory 2 . An intrinsically four dimensional action principle with Lagrangian proportional to constraints was proposed in [12] and recently revisited in [13] . In an alternative formulation [14] , the four dimensional Vasiliev equations instead follow from a five dimensional action principle in which the four dimensional spacetime coincides with the boundary.
In addition, the latter formulation involves dual potentials and their Lagrange multipliers.
While these do not change the perturbative physical spectrum, they can be used to add extra terms to the action, known as generalized Poisson structures, that induce additional quantum corrections to the boundary correlation functions. However, the resulting models remain topological in the sense that the original higher spin gauge symmetries remain unbroken and that the full action vanishes on shell (in the case of a single boundary). Moreover, upon perturbative expansion, the boundary correlation functions do not contain the standard ones for Vasiliev theory including the two-and three-point functions of [15, 16] .
In this paper, as a step towards remedying the aforementioned problem, we propose deformations of the action by boundary functionals whose total variations vanish on shell, thus leaving the equations of motion unaltered and reducing on shell to intrinsically defined observables. In particular, we construct such deformations that reduce to the aforementioned p-form charges and lead to additional boundary correlation functions. Whether these are of the standard type for Vasiliev theory remains to be investigated.
The paper is organized as follows: we begin in the next Section by outlining certain key features of Vasiliev's formalism and presenting new interactions that we construct by using 2 For a related discussion of actions and charges in unfolded dynamics, see [11] .
zero-form charges. Using these we then proceed to define global formulations in Section 3, stressing the role of the structure group. In Section 4, we examine the unbroken phase, where the structure group is the full higher spin algebra. In Section 5, we examine a broken phase of the theory, where the structure group is a certain natural extension of sl(2, C).
In Section 6, we discuss the deformation of the action proposed in [14] by terms that are nonvanishing on shell. In Section 7, we summarize our results and comment on selected open problems. Appendix A contains details of the Lorentz covariantization. Appendix B describes a nonvanishing amplitude given by an integral over twistor space that depends on a two-form that arise in the duality extended formulation of the theory.
Local Formulation
The geometric formulation of four dimensional minimal bosonic higher spin gravity to be presented in the next Section rests on Vasiliev's unfolded master field formalism (see [3, 4] for reviews). In this Section we first present some of the general elements of this formalism and point out a generalization of the interaction function in the Vasiliev system. We shall then focus on the minimal bosonic models [1, 5, 6] and cast their master equations into manifestly Lorentz-covariant form, referring to [3] for the original proof of manifest local Lorentz invariance and [5] for more details.
Vasiliev's Unfolded Master Field Formalism
The Vasiliev equations for four-dimensional higher spin gravities are formulated using a set ( Φ, A, J (r) ), r = 1, . . . , N , of Grassmann even differential forms of degrees 0, 1 and 2, respectively, referred to as master fields. These fields are elements of the noncommutative and associative algebra
where Ω(B) is the space of differential forms on B, a noncommutative base manifold, and A is a higher-spin algebra. In other words, the master fields are differential forms on B taking their values in A. The differential constraints read [1]
2)
where the curvature and covariant derivative are defined by 6) with π denoting a (model dependent) automorphism of A obeying
The algebraic constraints read
for any element f in the full algebra A. Finally, η (r) are ⋆-functions as follows:
where η 
2n+1 , f
In addition, the proper identification of Weyl tensors in the weak-field expansion constrains the constants η 
2n+1 have been taken to be constants off shell. Here we propose to extend the Vasiliev system by allowing η (r) 2n+1 to depend on the master zero-form Φ. We shall come back to these deformations at the ends of Section 2.2 and Section 4. 
with zero-form parameters ǫ. These transformations close to form the full higher spin algebra. The fact that J (r) remain invariant implies that they are globally defined elements in A .
In order to apply the above formalism to four dimensional higher spin gravity, we need to specify further the local geometry of B and the attendant properties of ( J (r) , π). In this case, it is required that
• the symplectic leafs of B form a noncommutative twistor space Z of topology C 2 with globally defined coordinates
where α = 1, . . . , 4 label an Sp(4; R)-quartet and α,α = 1, 2 label two SL(2; C)-
• the algebra A is a tensor product of the infinite-dimensional algebra
forms on a copy Y of Z with coordinates Y α = (y α ,ȳα) and a finite-dimensional internal associative algebra A int [17, 18] , viz. In what follows we assume that B has the bundle structure 3
where M is a commuting manifold (or supermanifold in the case of supersymmetric models) and the projection amounts to restriction to some given base point in Z, say Z = 0. The exterior derivative on B is thus given 15) where
and X M coordinatize M. Without loss of generality, the twistor coordinates can be taken to obey the following canonical oscillator algebra 17) and as the Y and Z spaces are two mutually commuting copies one has
One may also assume the reality conditions
Its action on Ω [0] (B) is inner and generated by the adjoint action by the Kleinian operators 22) where the ( N , N ) are Weyl-ordered chiral number operators defined by
The Kleinians can be expressed in various ordering schemes (for details, see [20] ); for the perturbative weak-field expansion it is convenient to normal order ( a + α , a − α ) which yields [1] 25) whereas for the purpose of performing chiral supertraces (see below) it is more convenient to work with Weyl order which yields 4
Assuming in addition that the action of (π,π) on A int is inner and generated by two idempotent elements (Γ int ,Γ int ), it follows that there exists a doublet of globally defined two-forms
27) 4 For the purpose of finding exact solutions it is more useful to factorize κ = κy ⋆ κz [19] where κy and κz, respectively, are Kleinians for the chiral oscillators yα and zα; one can then proceed by working in Weyl order where κy = 2πδ 2 (y) and κz = 2πδ 2 (z) or normal orders where κy and κz are Gaussian.
provided that the elements f ∈ A obey
This condition assures that the model describes only bosonic degrees of freedom.
The key property for the choice made for J (r) is that the source term η (r) ⋆ J (r) = η ⋆ J +η ⋆ J cannot be redefined away. Moreover, it yields the correct linearized source terms for the two-form curvatures on M upon reducing to Z = 0 provided that η 1 (0) does not vanish [1] .
Minimal Bosonic Models and Type A and B Models
In the case of bosonic models without Yang-Mills-like symmetries, one has A int = 1 and thus Γ int =Γ int = 1. The master one-form is then given by 
Minimal bosonic models whose weak-field expansions are in terms of symmetric tensors of even ranks require the stronger conditions
where the anti-automorphism τ is defined by
In the above, the τ -conditions of the minimal bosonic model imply the ππ-conditions of the bosonic model. Models with Lorentzian spacetime signature and negative cosmological constant require 5
for any λ ∈ C and J (r) := ( J, J ). Field redefinitions
where g 2n+1 ( Φ) are real valued and on shell closed functionals of Φ , i.e.
lead to the identifications
These can be used to set
where Θ is a real ⋆-function and X := Φ ⋆ π( Φ).
Assigning the scalar field intrinsic spacetime parity ±1, and imposing parity symmetry, drastically reduces the interaction freedom leading to the condition [6] 
which fixes the phase factor in (2.38), leading to the minimal bosonic
Thus, viewing the minimal model as a gauge theory on M, one has a gauge field A M valued in the higher spin Lie algebra
and coupled to algebraically constrained zero-forms Φ and A α = ( A α , Aα) taking their values, respectively, in the twisted-adjoint representation
and the quasi-adjoint representation
in accordance with (2.31) and (2.33).
Manifest Lorentz Covariance
As was shown in [3] and studied further in [5] , manifest local Lorentz invariance can be achieved by first introducing the deformed oscillators
In terms of these master fields, the twistor space equations take the form of a generalized version of Wigner's deformed oscillator algebra [1] 6 :
The canonical Lorentz transformations of ( Φ, S α , Sα) are generated by the twisted-adjoint and adjoint actions of
Thus, letting (ω αβ M , ωαβ M ) be an sl(2, C)-valued connection and shifting [3, 5] 
where we have defined and the Lorentz covariant derivative
where the sl(2, C)-valued gauge field and gauge parameter are given by
and the Lorentz transformation δ Λ ω (0) amounts to
The Lorentz-covariantized Cartan gauge transformations take the form
The introduction of the canonical Lorentz connection leads to an over-parameterization of A M , thus inducing the shift symmetry
with unconstrained parameters (η ab M ,ηαβ M ) and acting such that δ η A M = 0, which ensures shift symmetry of the master equations. Provided that M αβ has nontrivial components along y (α ⋆ y β) , this symmetry can be used to impose the condition that W has vanishing components along y (α ⋆ y β) .
The Vasiliev equations can thus be written on two equivalent forms, namely The correspondence space formulation in the spirit of string field theory, while the quasi-free differential algebra formulation relies on gauging a higher spin Lie algebra on an ordinary commutative base manifold.
Global Formulation
In this section we set up the global formulation of Vasiliev's minimal bosonic models based on the notions of structure groups, intrinsically defined observables and other geometric data; for related discussions, see [22, 7, 14] .
Structure Groups and Observables
In order to provide a formulation of Vasiliev's theory that is defined globally on M a structure group needs to be defined. By its definition, the structure group is generated by a structure algebra given by a subalgebra
Decomposing the manifold M into coordinate charts M I labelled by I, i.e.
the classical moduli space then consists of gauge orbits of locally defined field configurations
glued together by transition functions
The classical moduli space thus encodes a principal t-bundle with connection
where Π t denotes the projection to t, and an associated t-bundle with section ( E, Φ, S α )
where
The classical observables are thus functionals O W I , ω I , Φ I , S Iα , S Iα whose invariance properties under gauge transformations with locally defined parameters { ǫ I ⊕ Λ I } are:
• δ Λ I O ≡ 0 off shell for locally defined t-valued parameters Λ I = Π t ( ǫ I ⊕ Λ I ) (defined independently for each I); and
that form sections of a t-bundle associated to the principal bundle.
Taken together, these two conditions imply that the observables are left invariant on shell by the diffeomorphisms of M.
Each structure group corresponds to a specific phase of the theory with its own classical moduli space and associated set of classical observables. The minimal bosonic higher spin gravity has four natural phases:
• an unbroken phase with structure algebra hs(4) ⊕ sl(2, C) and classical observables given by decorated Wilson lines and zero-form charges, which we shall treat in more detail in Section 4;
• a broken phase with π-even higher spin structure algebra hs + (4) ⊕ sl(2, C) where 6) and characteristic classical observables given by minimal areas and charges of on shell closed abelian forms, which will be treated in Section 5;
• a broken phase with chiral higher spin structure algebra 8 hl(2, C) ⊕ sl(2, C) where
that is, all polynomials in hs + (4) that are purely holomorphic or anti-holomorphic.
The geometrical significance of this choice of structure group and its consequences for deforming the theory off shell remains to be investigated;
• the broken Lorentz invariant phase with structure algebra given by the canonical sl(2, C) which is implicitly assumed in most of the existing literature on higher spin gravity.
Initial Data, Transition Functions and Boundary Values
Two locally defined configurations (3.3) belong to the same gauge orbit if they are related by locally defined gauge transformations G I = exp ⋆ t I where t I are t-valued otherwise unrestricted functions on M I . The locally defined configurations can thus be written as
where L I are gauge functions valued in the coset generated by hs(4)/ t. The gauge functions and initial data are related across chart boundaries via transition functions G I ′ I and constant monodromy matrices 10 M ′ I ′ I as follows:
Assuming that L I p I = 1 for base points p I ∈ M I , the reduced master fields 14) obey the deformed oscillator algebra (2.47)-(2.49) to be solved subject to initial data 15) and boundary conditions on S ′ Iα that we refer to as S-moduli (the latter are related to projectors in the ⋆-product algebra; for example, see [21] ). Thus, globally defined solutions can be constructed from gauge functions, transition functions, monodromies and the initial data in single chart, say at p I 0 ∈ M I 0 . The resulting classical moduli space is thus generated from classical observables depending on (see also [14] )
• invariants for the initial data at p 0 in the form of C I 0 (Y ) and S I 0 -moduli where I 0 labels a chart containing p 0 ;
• the homotopy classes
• the gauge equivalence classes of boundary gauge functions L I | ∂M .
9 For a more general discussion of gauge functions and initial data in Cartan integrable systems, see [14] . The classical observables depend on the gauge functions via their values at ∂M modulo boundary gauge transformations. In summary, the unfolded equations of motion on M I can be integrated using gauge functions and initial data given by the values of the zeroforms at a single point in M I , which implies that no new strictly local degrees of freedom are introduced if new dimensions are added to M. When combined with the soldering mechanism this can be used to formulate higher spin gravity in extended spacetimes with higher tensorial coordinates as we shall exemplify in Section 5.
Unbroken Phase: Wilson Loops and Zero-Form Charges
In the unbroken phase, the principal bundle has the connection
and all Cartan gauge symmetries as well as local Lorentz symmetries remain locally defined.
The canonical Lorentz connection can be shifted away by choosing the gauge
As a result, the Vasiliev equations consist of the deformed oscillator algebra (2.47)-(2.49) and the differential constraints
3)
To define classical observables as functionals of the master fields that do not depend on the ordering prescription, a trace operation on the oscillator algebra is needed. We shall use
with normalization and integration domain chosen such that
where (y, z) and (ȳ,z) are treated as real and independent variables, and we are using the convention that the integration operation Z (·) projects onto the top form degree in Z.
Traces given by convergent integrals are expected to obey the following key properties:
• independence of the choice of ordering scheme used to represent operators by symbols;
• the cyclicicity property;
• π-invariance, i.e. 
where we have defined
• the vertex operator
with k,k ∈ N , (λ α ,λα) being auxiliary twistor variables and the adjoint elements 9) obeying the following relations
• the path-ordered exponential U γ [ W ] is defined by
where γ has been cut into oriented links γ l with end-points p l and p l+1 passing through charts I l , viz. 14) where the sign indicates the orientation, and insertions of transition functions G
in passages from γ l−1 to γ l assure gauge invariance.
From (3.8) and since ω =ω = 0 it follows that if there is no decoration along a link γ l then P exp
Thus, if V = 1 and assuming trivial monodromies, then 17) which can be collapsed further using (4.16). Thus, provided no singularities appear, the decorated Wilson loops are equivalent to the zero-form charges (σ = 0, 1)
Whether the vertex operator (4.8) is well-defined and the zero-form charge is finite depends on the details of the twistor-space behavior of the master fields, which are determined onshell by the choice of boundary conditions in twistor space. For example, one may require all master fields to be real analytic in Y and Z (for generic X) and impose Φ| Z=0 = Φ : (X; Y ) and Z α A α = 0. One may then proceed by expanding the master fields perturbatively in the initial datum Φ (for the resulting generally covariant weak-field expansion of the equations of motion in X space, see for example [5] ). In this scheme, it makes sense to expand the vertex operator, including the exponential, in Φ, retaining, however, the zeroth order factor exp ⋆ i λ α z α +λα α as to dampen the Z-space integral in the zero-form charge. As for the Y -space integral, its finiteness properties are related the choice of functional class for Φ in Y -space, which corresponds to choosing higher-spins representations for the linearized theory
In an alternative approach, one may seek to evaluate the zero-form charge by expanding the vertex operator inside the trace in λ andλ, which leads to expressions of the form
If n +n > 0 then it follows from (4.11) and (A.5) that the argument of the trace is a sum of commutators of polynomials in deformed oscillators. Whether these commutators vanish depend on the convergence properties of the separate terms in these commutators, i.e. on the fall-off behavior of the deformed oscillators and zero-forms at the boundaries of twistor space.
Setting n +n = 0 yields the Lorentz-scalar zero-form charges [8, 21 ] 20) where one may take σ = 0 if k +k > 0. For the perturbative regularization of the charges
see [7] , and for their evaluation on exact solutions, see [8, 21] .
Since the zero-form charges are closed on shell, one may consider Θ-deformations in the case of manifestly Lorentz covariant models (and negative cosmological constant) of the
where {k i } are constants off shell, the functionals I(k i + 1, k i , k i ) are constants only on shell. Relying on the results from [8, 21, 7] , the new interactions do not spoil the known exact solutions as the latter have well-defined I(k + 1, k, k). Finally, we recall that adding the requirement of parity invariance implies that the Θ-deformation can be redefined away, leaving only the Type A and Type B models described earlier.
Geometrical Phase Based on hs + (4) ⊕ sl(2, C)
In this section we exhibit various observables and the soldering mechanism of the geometrical formulation of Vasiliev's theory based on the structure algebra hs + (4) given in (3.6).
π-Even Structure Group
Taking the structure algebra to be the direct sum of the canonical Lorentz algebra and the π-even subalgebra hs + (4) of the full Cartan gauge algebra hs(4) leads to connection Γ and soldering one-form E given by
Letting ρ denote the representation of t given by the direct sum of the adjoint representation of 1 2 (1 + π) hs(4) and the canonical representation ρ of sl(2, C) defined in (2.60) and (2.62), we have the covariant derivative
where the Lorentz covariant derivative ∇ is defined in (2.58). Splitting also Φ and S α into even and odd parts,
the master field equations in X-space can be written as
where we have the curvature two-form
with Riemann two-form r (0) defined in (2.56),. We have also defined the projections
of the quantity r (S) given in (2.56) using
The Cartan integrability in particular makes use of
The locally defined gauge symmetries are
• the shift symmetry (2.66); and
• the generalized Lorentz transformations δ Λ ≡ ρ( Λ) with parameter
where the parameter Λ of the manifest local Lorentz symmetry acts in accordance with (2.60) and (2.62), and ǫ + generates the transformations
The broken gauge symmetries, referred to as generalized local translations, are
where parameter is given by the π-odd projection
We recall that ( E, ξ) is a section of the hs + (4) ⊕ sl(2, C)-bundle. Thus, on the overlap M I ∩M I ′ the local representatives ( E I , ξ I ) and ( E I ′ , ξ I ′ ) are related by a transition function G I ′ I generated by hs + (4) ⊕ sl(2, C). Moreover, the Lie derivative L V along a globally defined vector field V is equivalent on shell to the composite parameters
Abelian p-Form Charges
The definition of a soldering one-form facilitates the construction of intrinsically defined classical observables given by the charges of on shell closed abelian p-form, viz. and H is not globally exact. Thus, the charges Q are invariant
• off shell under generalized Lorentz gauge transformations (these are manifest symmetries of the charge densities);
• on shell under diffeomorphisms in M (modulo the equations of motion, the Lie deriva-
• on shell under deformations of Σ (which is to say that Q are generalized conserved charges).
The systematic search for abelian charges is tantamount to looking for cohomology groups in de Rham chain complexes consisting of globally defined differential forms. In particular, focusing on single chiral traces, one has complexes labelled by
consisting of elements of the form
where M ( − → q ; p) are ⋆-monomials of degree − → q in ( Φ, π( Φ); S α , π( S α ); Sα, π( Sα)) and of total homogeneous degree p in ( E, r (S) , π( r (S) )) where r (S) is defined in (2.56). In other words, M ( − → q ; p) belongs to the linear space of multi-linear functions with the above degree assignments; these are generated by all possible permutations modulo the graded cyclicity and
In the − → q = − → 0 sector, one has Tr ′ E ⋆p ⋆ K ≡ 0 for odd p and all K as well as for even p and K ∈ 1, κ κ , using the parity arguments described above. Thus, for ω = 0 the cohomology consists of Tr ′ E ⋆p ⋆ κ with p = 2, 4, 6, . . . and their hermitian conjugates.
For finite ω, their r (S) -dressed versions read (p = 2, 4, 6, . . . ) : 20) where
whose conservation on shell can be checked directly using the fact that ∇( E ⋆ E + r (S)+ ) = 0 on shell.
In sectors with nontrivial − → q , we have examined various low-lying levels without finding any nontrivial cohomologies.
Soldering Mechanism and Higher Tensorial Coordinates
The nontriviality of the abelian p-form charges in (5.16) requires Σ to be a nontrivial closed p-cycle and the soldering one-form E to have at least rank p. However, the study of minimal areas and dynamical p-branes requires a soldering mechanism whereby the coset hs(4)/ hs + (4) in the fiber, or a subspace thereof, becomes identified with the tangent space of M. The one-form E then gives rise to a frame field E M A , also referred to as generalized vielbein, defined by 24) belonging to the reduced higher spin algebra hs(4) and its twisted-adjoint representation T [hs (4)] given by the Z = 0 projections of (2.42) and (2.43), respectively. Decomposing under hs + (4) and defining Γ = Γ| Z=0 , the remaining constraints on M × {Z = 0} read
where J and P are quadratic and linear in W and of O(Φ) and O(Φ 2 ), respectively, and r is linear in (r αβ ,rαβ) and of O(Φ 2 ). Projecting down to M using
where P A is a basis for the π-odd elements of hs(4) and E A M is invertible, yields
28)
where we have defined covariant derivative ∇(Γ, ω) = ∇ + ad Γ , curvature R = ∇Γ + Γ ⋆ Γ and generalized torsion T = ∇E + {Γ, E} ⋆ and expanded in the frame field as follows:
The resulting generalized σ − -cohomology can be analyzed by decomposing
into levels of increasing tensorial rank, viz.
, (5.31)
where (M ab , P a ) are the generators of so(3, 2) and P a(2ℓ+1),b(2k) is a Lorentz tensor of type (2ℓ + 1, 2k). The invertibility can be achieved by working in a triangular gauge for E M A which requires the notion of a level expansion of the coordinates as well, say
, such that it can be assumed that
The gauge function L = exp ⋆ (iX M δ A M P A ) leads to a formal definition of a higher spin generalization of AdS 4 . Its frame field and connection are contained in L −1 ⋆ dL which is given by non-Gaussian integrals for X M ℓ ′′ = 0. The latter can be expanded in X M ℓ ′′ around X M ℓ ′′ = 0 in terms of standard Gaussian integrals and hence (5.32) is well-defined.
Whether L is integrable for finite X M ℓ ′′ remains to be studied.
The zeroth level of the zero-form constraint reads
where the translation generator is given by the twistor relation
which implies that Φ α(n+2s),α(n) is identifiable as the nth order symmetrized covariant vectorial derivative of the primary spin-s Weyl tensor Φ α(2s) [5] . On the other hand, the ℓth level of the zero-form constraint implies
where the higher translation generator is now given by the enveloping formula
As a result, the tensorial derivatives ∇ a(2ℓ+1) (Γ, ω) factorize into multiple vectorial derivatives; for example, the tensorial derivative of the physical scalar φ = Φ| Y =0 factorizes into
More generally, the derivatives ∇ A ℓ (Γ, ω)C α(2s) are given by vectorial derivatives of primary Weyl tensors Φ α(2s ′ ) of spins s ′ depending on s and symmetry property of the tensorial coordinate A ℓ . For example,
Thus, for fixed ℓ, the second order operators
are constrained: for ℓ = 0 the resulting second-order equations yield the well-known physical spectrum upon imposing suitable boundary conditions; for ℓ > 0 the resulting higherderivative equations hold locally in a trivial fashion in view of the ℓ = 0 equations and the constraints. Not surprisingly, the nontrivial effects from the extension thus reside in boundary conditions; for example, a closed cycle of dimension p with p = 6, 8, . . . may activate the corresponding abelian p-form charge.
Generalized Metrics and Minimal Areas
Given a topologically nontrivial p-cycle [Σ] in X-space, one can construct classical observables as minimal areas with respect to rank-s metrics
where η (s) ( Φ, S α , Sα; ·, . . . , ·) denotes s-linear and totally symmetric t-invariant functions 11 .
In other words, letting A[Σ ′ , G (s) ] denote the area of the surface Σ ′ ∈ [Σ], the minimal area
is an intrinsically defined and t-invariant classical observable. A class of metrics are given by the totally symmetric parts of single chiral traces of strings of ⋆-products of s generalized
where the rank-s tensor with K ∈ 1, κ, κ, κ κ . Given such a metric, one introduces local coordinates on Σ ′ , say σ m , and computes the induced rank-s metric
Letting ǫ m 1 ...mp denote the totally anti-symmetric tensor density on Σ ′ , one can then take
where I is a scalar density of degree k. For example, if s is even one may take the Cayleystyle determinants 
On shell Deformations of Bulk Action and Tree Amplitudes
In this section we shall construct off shell boundary deformations of the recently proposed action for Vasiliev's four dimensional higher spin gravity given in [14] that reduce on shell to the zero-forms (4.20) and the p-forms (5.21). The off shell deformations, that we shall refer to as topological defects, or topological vertex operators, are invariant off shell under gauge transformations forming a structure group. Moreover, they do not contribute to the classical equations of motion and preserve the on shell boundary conditions. Thus, in the semi-classical limit, their effect is to produce a nontrivial contribution to the action on shell that can be interpreted as a classical amplitude.
Bulk actions for the minimal bosonic models can be obtained by consistent truncation of enlarged models with external Kleinian operators (K,K) [14] ; the enlargement amounts to the additional ⋆-product rules
idemK and (ȳα,zα, dzα). In particular, an action with linear η 1 and quadratic Poisson structure is given by
where M is odd-dimensional; J = J [2] + J [4] is closed and central term; ( A, V ) have odd form degree and ( B, U ) have even form degree; and the evaluation at K =K = 0 is to be carried out after performing the ⋆-products.
For example, if dimM = 5, then
The variational principle implies the Cartan integrable bulk equations of motion 6) and ∂M Tr[ U ⋆ δ B − V ⋆ δ A] ≈ 0. The latter imply
which one may view as part of the definition of a generalized Hamiltonian action principle.
The on shell Cartan gauge transformations are symmetries of the action as follows: the gauge parameters ǫ associated with ( A, B) generate transformations that leave the Lagrangian invariant, while those of ( U , V ) do so up to total derivatives and must hence form a section.
Taking into account the boundary conditions, it thus follows that ( U , V ) can be set equal to the zero section on shell by fixing a gauge, leaving 8) which is a duality extended version of Vasiliev's original system of equations with linear interaction freedom. Assuming that the gauge symmetries associated with the master fields of form degrees p ≥ 2 remain unbroken, the duality extended and original systems share the same initial and boundary data, and are hence equivalent on shell (modulo transition functions) as discussed in Section 3.2.
Since the bulk action vanishes on shell, semi-classical amplitudes can only be generated by deformations S top , referred to as topological vertex operators, which are functionals integrated over submanifolds of M where the Lagrange multipliers ( U , V ) vanish, with the following properties:
• δ ǫ S top = 0 for unbroken gauge parameters ǫ associated with ( A, B);
• the general variation δS top ≈ 0 on the shell of S bulk which implies that the equations of motion as well as the boundary conditions of the deformed theory remain the same as those of the undeformed theory; and
• S top has a nontrivial value on shell.
One simple class of off shell deformations consists of the following generating functionals for twistor space amplitudes in the unbroken phase (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; K ∈ {1, kκ,kκ, kkκκ}): 10) where the point p ∈ M is chosen such that
Their on shell values are given by
In order to make contact with the zero-form charges in (4.20), we truncate the above fields to those of the duality extended minimal bosonic models given by [14] as follows:
14) 15) where η = 0, 1 (corresponding to ǫ k = +1, −1 in [14] and we note that the dual fields do not appear in the equations of motion for the original master fields). For suitable K, the deformations of type S top′ reproduce the zero-form invariants in (4.20), viz. that cannot be given a local description within the original duality unextended system.
Two examples of off shell deformations related to the p-forms (5.21), are the two-form 18) and the four-form 19) where τ 2 , τ 4 andτ 4 are complex constants and Σ 2,4 are submanifolds of M where the Lagrange multipliers vanish. The on shell value of the two-form is given by 20) with H [2] given in (5.21). One application of this surface operator is to wrap Σ 2 around a point-like defect or singularity such as the center of the rotationally symmetric and static solution of [19] . In this case, the leading order contribution, which comes from the anti-de
Sitter vacuum, is a divergent integral over twistor space. If the divergence has a definite reality property, one can cancel it by choosing τ 2 appropriately. One would then be left with an integral over the perturbations. As the latter involve nontrivial functions in twistor space, the integral may be finite. It would be interesting to seek an interpretation of the resulting value of S top [Σ 2 ] as some form of entropy of the Didenko -Vasiliev solution.
Turning to the four-form deformation, its on shell value reads
where H [4] given in (5.21). Infinities now arise from the integration over Σ 4 as well as twistor space. Assuming once again that the divergence from the anti-de Sitter vacuum has a definite reality property, such that it can be removed by choosing τ 4 appropriately, one is left with an integral over perturbations that may in principle be finite modulo a prescription for integration contours; for related discussions, see [16, 7] . In this case, and provided one considers perturbations corresponding to boundary sources, it would be natural to interpret the resulting S top [Σ 4 ] as the generating functional for the boundary correlation functions.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed geometric formulations of Vasiliev's higher spin gravity with generalized vielbeins and curvature zero-forms forming sections of bundles associated to a principle bundle of a structure group. The choice of structure group is not unique. In this paper, we have proposed four possibilities and considered two of them in detail, namely the unbroken phase and a broken phase. In the former, the structure algebra is the full higher spin algebra plus sl(2, C). In the latter, it is defined by a projection that utilizes an automorphsim of the ⋆-product algebra. In both cases we have constructed intrinsically defined classical observables by tracing the suitable constructs over the ⋆-product algebra.
The observables are manifestly invariant off shell under the structure group gauge transformations and invariant on shell under the remaining local higher spin translations. In the unbroken phase, the observables are Wilson loops and certain zero-form charges, that we in addition used to extend the interactions of Vasiliev's theory. In the broken phase, we have constructed two types of observables: generalized metrics and corresponding minimal area functionals and charges of on shell closed abelian p-forms. We have shown that the latter have a natural interpretation as semi-classical amplitudes within the off shell formulation proposed in [14] .
The studies in this paper leave a number of issues open. In particular, it remains to be examined whether the four-form (6.19) generates the standard correlation functions of the Vasiliev theory of which the two-and three-point functions are available in the work of Giombi and Yin [16, 15] . It would also be interesting to compare the four-form to the Fradkin-Vasiliev cubic action [25] . Moreover, the arguments presented above for how to regularize the on shell action indicate that the on shell value of the classical action vanishes for the anti-de Sitter vacuum. As this value is related to the free energy of the dual conformal field theory, this raises a puzzle if one assumes that the latter is a free field theory. As the deformation that we have proposed here is by means unique there may be a resolution to this puzzle by considering either further deformations. In particular, it would be interesting to investigate alternative structure algebras such as the one given by the holomorphic enveloping algebra extension of the Lorentz algebra as described in this paper.
Finally, a study that may shed light on the first-quantized origin of Vasiliev's theory, is to compare the twistor space amplitudes arising from (6.9) and (6.10) with the topological open string in twistor space studied in [26] .
It follows that the S-dependent terms drop out from δ Λ Φ and δ Λ S α , that hence assume the form given in (2.60) and (2.62). From (A.5) it also follows that 6) where δ Λ ω αβ is given above and 8) implying that the terms containing ∂ M Λ αβ cancel such that W M transforms as in (2.60). where the covariant derivatives and the projected J [4] are defined by η = 0 : D C [2] = d C [2] + A [1] , C [2] π , D C [3] = d C [3] + A [1] , C [3] ⋆ , (B.6)
⋆ , D C [3] = d C [3] + A [1] , C [3] π , (B.8)
